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We discuss a special case of the Exact 
solvable. A good algorithm will be given. 
Perfect Matching Problem, which is polynomially 
Dedicated to the memory of ran2 G. Diinges 
The Exucl Perfect Matching problem is the following: Given a graph G = 
(V, E), a subset pi) of the edges E, and an integer k, is there a perfect matching of 
G such that jR n rMj = k? This problem is of great kportance in applications as 
busdriver scheduling, analysis of biomedical images and theoretical physics (see 
[4], [ 11). It is conjectured to be NP-complete (see [7]). Some special cases can 
however be shown to be polynomially solvable (see [2], [S]). In this paper we will 
consider another special instance of Exact Perfect Matching for nwkir a 
polynomial algorithm exists. Let G = (V = V, IJ V2, E) be a bipartite graph, 
W c V, find a perfect matching M such that 1 M n 6( W)l = 2. This problem will be 
referred to as 2-Edge-Restriction. It is clear that if a feasible solution to 
2-Edge-Restriction exists, then either 
(a) IVlnW(=IV,nWl or (b) IlVlf7Wl-(V,f7Wll=2. 
In case (b) it is easy to reduce the problem to a minimum weight perfect matching 
problem by assigning acost function 
i 
1 ifeEd 
C 
.- 
i?*-- 0 else. 
to the edges of the graph. (This also shows that the 
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Fig. 1. 
perfect matching of the graph. Lovasz and Hummer (see [6]) describe an 
algorithm of corn lexity 0( iV14S5), which tests whether a graph is perfect matching 
coverable, and if it is not yields the maximum perfect matching coverable 
subgraph. Thus we can without loss of generality assume the graph under 
consideration tobe perfect matching coverable. For a subset S of the nodes V we 
write G(S) for the subgraph of G induce&\ by S. 
begin 
let c, = 1 
solve the 
for e E 6(W), c= = 0 else; 
corresponding minimum weight perfect matching problem; 
let denote the solution thus obtained; 
if E(G(V \ W)) n M is not perfect matching then 
if (M n S(W)1 = 2 then - 
solution found! 
else 
) is perfect matching coverable then 
construct (G( V \ W), 9 4); 
else 
begin 
let IV bc the minimum : zt of edges such that G(V \ W)\N is perfect 
matching CQP t-r&k; 
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begin 
where each Hj is perfect matching coverable 
if there is an Hi such that IS(W) n S(Hi n V’)I a 2 and 
- IS(W) n S(Hi n V,)l B 1 then 
begin 
construct (H;:, ) ; 
find perfect matchings of all the other 
let denote se matchings; 
let M:=M, U U UjZi Mj; 
end 
else 
no solution exists! 
enc_l 
end 
end. 
The subroutine const.ruct isdefined as follows: 
construct (H, MI, M2) 
begin 
shrinkx:=VInV(H) andy:=V*nV(pl); 
find a perfect matching MI in G(W)\{x, y}; 
let ec, v be the nodes of V(H) determined by 
find a perfect matching A@‘+‘+ of H\{u, v}; 
end; 
In (a) we assume that there is a perfect matching of I3\ (~1, v}. This follows 
from a lemma of Hetyei (see Lo&z and Plummer [6]) 
IA (Hetyei). Let G = (V = VI U Vz, E) be bipartite and perfect matching 
coverable, then G = K2 or IV1 a 4 and for any u E VI and any w E V2 the graph 
G \ (u, w) has a perfect matching. 
Furthermore, it is clear that no E$ can be 
would not have a perfect matching). This settles the val 
complexity follows from the fact that the algorithm is 
lexity of checki 
t. of Combinatorics an 
provided by the Cusanuswerk. 
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